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NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS IN SEARCH OF COLD FUSION

R. E. Anderson, C. A. Goulding, M. W. Johnson, E. B. Butterfield,
S. Gettesfeld, D.A. Baker, T. E. Springer, F. H. Garzon,

R. D. Bolton, E. M. Leonard, and T. Chancellor,
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

We have conducted a search for neutron emission from cold fusion systems of the

electrochemical type and, to a lesser extent, the high-pressure gas cell type. Using a
high-efficiency well counter and an NE 213 scintillator, the experiments were conducted
on the earth's surface and in a shielded cave approximately 50 ft underground. After
approrSmately 6500 h of counting time, we have obtained no evidence for cold fusion
processes leading to neutron production. However, we have observed ali three types of
neutron data that have been presented as evidence for cold fusion: large positive
fluctuations in the neutron counting rate, weak peaks near 2.5 MeV in the neutron

energy spectrum, and bursts of up to 145 neutrons in 500-_s intervals. The data were
obtained under circumstances that clearly show our results to be data encountered as a
part of the naturally occurring neutron background, which is due primarily to cosmic
rays. Thus, observing these types of data does not, of itself, provide evidence for the
existence of cold fusion processes. Artifacts in the data that were due to counter
misbeha-rior were also observed to lead to long-term "neutron bursts" whose time
duration varied from several hours to several days. We conclude that any experiments
which attempt to observe neutron emission must include strong steps to ensure that the
experiments deal adequately with both cosmic-ray processes and Counter misbehavior.

INTRODUCTION

Evidence for cold fusion processes that result in the emission of neutrons from solid-
state systems have been presented based on three _ypes of neutron measurements: (1)
large (> 3 _) fluctuations ! in the neutron counting rate; (2) bursts of neutrons detected
either in very short time inte_als _ (a few hundred microseconds) or over periods of hours

or daysS.4; and (3) weak peaks 6 near 2.5 MeV in the neutron energy spectrum. Reports of
large positive fluctuations in the neutron counting rate and the appearance of a peak
near 2.5 MeV in thr neutron energy spectrum came from experiments that initially used
cold fusion cells of the electrochemical type, while the burst measurement experiments
initially used temperature-cycled high-pressure gas cells. Both types of cells contained
either titanium or palladium (or both), which was loaded with deuterium by hydriding or
some other process.

Those of our experiments that utilized cold fusion cells used primarily
electrochemical cells, although some measurements were made with temperature-cycled
high.pressure deuterium cells containing titanium. A great deal of effort was spent in
attempting to characterize the background, and these background measurements
constitute the major results of our work.

Figure la shows the apparatus used in the e_,_eriment°s full configuration, where
the cold fusion cell was observed by a high-efficiency well counter and an NE-213
scintillator. However, for many measurements, only the we|] counter was used.
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Meailurements were performed at the earth's surface (atan elevation of
approximately 2250 m) and in a room approximately 50 ft below ground. Automated data
acquisition was used for all measurements. Measurements of the total neutron
production were made with counting intervals ranging from a few seconds to 100 rain.
Except when it was necessary to show a _hort- or long-term feature of the data, data on
the neutron counting rate were summed into 100-rain intervals.

Burst measurements were made in500-_sintervals,usinga multiplicitymodule

designedby Arnone and Brunson.6 We selecteda 500-psintervalforthese

measurements based on thecharacteristicsofthewellcounter,as discussedbelow.

The baromet_c pressureand ambient temperaturewere measured forsome of the

data runs,and ,_'-nonitordetectorconsistingofsix36-in.SHe tubesbacked by

polyethylenewas used forsome runs.

I,

NE - 213
Counter

\

Cell --"

..... Cd liner/

Neutron Well Counter Potyethy4ene 3He Counters
(moderated 3He array) Moderator (20 total)

(a) (b)

Fig.I.

(a) Artist'sconcept;_,.'.nofthe system layout.Often more than

one cellwas presentin thecounter,(b) Top profileview ofthe
=He wellcounterwith20 tubes.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Figure lb shows a top-profile view of the well counter. The complete device is about
58 om square and 75 crn high, and consists of twenty SHe tubes embedded in

polyethylene. The central cavity, or well, is 19 cm in diameter and has an active depth of
40 cre. The counter is surrounded by 10 cm of cadmium-lined polyethylene to protect the
counter from neutrons whose source is outside the cavity.

The twenty SHe detector tubes are read out in five banks of four counters each,
making the counter a segmented device consisting of five sections, or six sections when
the NE 213 counter is used. This segmented arrangement proved useful in eliminati,_g
sparious data that occurred as a result of the misbehavior of one tube or one tube bank.
Such behavior was occasionally observed when the ambient temperature underwent a
significant change. The worst situation occurred when the counter was operated in one of

the aboveground locations: a building, designed for low-neutron room return, which had
threecorrugatedironwallsand a corrugatedroof.This buildingunderwent temperature

changes of~ 15 °C between 5 a.m.and 5 p.m..I%e amplitudeofthenoiseinthe detector-
prearnpsystem changed by factorsofI to5,depending on the counterbank considered.

In the worst cases,an increaseinthecountingrateofone detectorbank might be
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observed.The otheraboveground locationsand the underground locationhad much

smallertemperature variations.

The efficiencyofthe counterwas calculatedwith the Los Alamos Monte Carlocode
,. ...... MCNP. 7 The resultsofthesecalculations(shown inFig.2)indicatethatthe efficiencyis

- 22% at a neutron energy of2.5MeV, Sourcemeasurements showed the countertobe

about 0.4% efficientfor_Cf neutronsproduced outsideone wallofthe counter.

The wellcounterworks by

0.4 '-' ......I " ''"_"_ _'''_'"" firstslowingthe neutronsdown to

thermal energiesinthe

. polyethylene,then capturingthem

in one ofthe SHe tubes.Ifa group of
neutronsare emitted

_"0.3- simultaneouslyin the weil,about=
one-halfofthosedetectedare

"_

detected in 50 _s Thus, to detect alittJ

ofthe neutronsin a burstwith high
_ probability, the multiplicity module
:3

8 o.2 - - was operated in 500-1Js intervals.
The Tennelec TC-175 preamp

outputs are processed by Tennelec
202BLR amplifiers and LeCroy
623B discTiminators for

o.1 ........I ........t ........ presentationtothe multiplicity
o.oI o.I I.o Io.0 module. In additiontothe event

Energy (MEV) m ultiplicityand the totalneutron

counts per interval,the multiplicity
Fig.2. module alsostoresthe number of

Calculatedefficiencyofthe neutron wellcounter. neutroncountsdetectedby each of
the fivedetectorbanks.As

discussedabove,thisdata was used torejectintervalsor portionsofintervalswhere one
counterbank would begincountingata differentratewhilethe otherfourbanks

remained unchanged.

The multiplicitymodule consistsofa shiftregisterwith the number ofchannels and

the dwelltime selectedby the user.For theseexperiments,the dwelltime was one

microsecondand the number ofchannelswas 500.Detectedneutron countsare passed

Lhrough a synchronizertoreducepileupand then presentedtothe shiftregister.When

_he countexitsthe register500 _tslater,the registerisqueriedviaan up-down countert_)
determine how many countsremain inthe register.The multiplicityofa givenneutron

event thatisthen obtainedequalsthe number ofneutronsleftin the register(the

detectedmultiplicity)plusone,alldividedby the counterefficiency.

The outputof the multiplicitymodule was storedina CAMAC scaler,which was

read along with otherdata by ,anIBM/PC atthe end ofeach countinginterval.The data

obtainedduringeach intervalconsistedofthe multiplicityresults,the totalneutron
countsobserved,the number ofneutron countsobservedineach ofthe fivecoun_r

segments,and the barometricpre_sure.These resultswere storedon the hard diskfor

futureanalysis,and a hard copy was printedout.The background countingratesforthe

wellcountervariedfrom 0.33countsJsinthe underground locationtobetween 1,2and

3.5counts/sfordifferentlocationsaboveground.The aboveground data quoted inthis
work were allobtainedata background rateof1.2counts/s.

The NE 213 counter_was onlyemployed forsome measurements conductedinthe

underground location.When locatedin thetop ofthe well-counter(seeFig.la),the
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NE-213 detector had an efficiency of approximately 1% and a background counting rate
of about 1.5 x 10_ counts/s. The neutron.gamma discrimination was accomplished by

standard techniques; a typical neutron-gamma discrimination spectrum is shown in
Fig. 3.

The cold fusion cells used in this experiment are described in Ref. 9.
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Fig. 3.
Neutron-gamma discrimination spectrum obtained with the NE 213 counter,

RESULTS

Neutron countingrateswere eithermeasured or,when shortercountingtimeswere
used,summed in 100-rainintervals.Measurements were made with eitherone tothree

coldfusioncellspresent,with thehigh-pressuregas cellpresent,with the counterempty,

or witha leadbrickpresentin thecounter.The coldfusioncellsmight be operating(that

is,w-'ththe voltageon),ornot operating.Likewise,thehigh-pressurecellmight actually

have high-pressuredeuterium gas presentornot,and thecellcouldbe temperature-

cycledor not (althoughmost ofthesetypesofmeasurements were taken without

deuterium gas present).

About 1200 h were spent observingthe variouscoldfusioncells,and no evidencefor

neutron productionby processesotherthan thoseseen as partofthe background was
obtained.

The approximate sensitivity of this experiment may be estimated from the cell
characteristics and the background counting rates. We assume that a positive result,
wolfld be achieved if a 3-o excess in the neutron count rate were observed in 8 h of

cotmting time, which implies that an observed excess of 0.01 counts/s would be required
in the underground location, and an observed excess of 0.02 cotmta/s would be required
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Fig. 4.
Typical 'neutron counts obtained aboveground per 100-min counting interval with (a)
the well counter empty, (b) the empty high-pressure gas cell in the counter, and (c) a
lead brick in the counter.
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aboveground. These detected neutron rates correspond _o excess emitted (or production)
rates oi"0.05 counts/s and 0.10 counts/s, respectively.

The cold fusion cells typically contained about 10 g of palladium, charged to a level
of about 0.6 deuterium atoms per palladium atom. Assuming one neutron is produced for
every two fusions, these numbers imply that a rate of ~ 6 x 10"_ fusions per deuterium

pair per cell per second must be present underground to produce the necessary rate.
Because the measurements ofl_n involved two or three cells in the counter at one time,

the estimated sensitivity of some of the experiments is near 2 x 10"u fusions/s in the
underground location, and about a factor of 2 worse in the aboveground locations.

Figure 4 shows typical neutron results obtained in one of the aboveground counting
locations. These data were obtained with the counter empty; with the high-pressure cell
present (but without deuterium gas or any titanium); and with the lead brick present.
The data were generally obtained over periods of 80 to 200 intervals (about 6 to 14 days
of counting time). The three solid horizontal lines on each figure represent the average
number of counts and the (approximate) plus and minus 3.o levels for each counting
period,

The three data sets in Fig. 4all exhibit the same features; that is, they exhibitan
excess number of fluctuations of more than + 3 o, 34 intervals out of a total of 328, and
even the remaining data varies in a nonstatistical fashion. Positive fluctuations of up to
5 o are present in the data obtained with the empty counter, and fluctuations of up to 8 o
are seen when the lead brick is used.

A substantial portion of the variation in these three data sets (as well as the other
data sets obtained at this location) is due to fluctuations in the barometric pressure. This

is shown in Fig. 5, where the barometric pressure is plotted along with the neutron data
from Fig. 4. A strong negative correlation between the barometric pressure and the
neutron counts per interval is clearly visible. Figure 6 shows linear fits to plots of the
neutron counts per interval vs the barometric pressure for each of these data sets. Values
of-0.76%/mm of Hg, -0.75_dmm of Hg, and -0.85%/mm of Hg are obtained for the
respective data sets. An average value of-0.80%/mm of Hg was obtained for ali data sets.
This average value of-0.80%/mm of Hg is slightly smaller than the value of -0.94%/mm
of rig reported by Simpson et al. 1°

Typical data obtained in the underground counting location are shown in Fig. 7.
These data were obtained with the electrochemical cells present (both operating and
nonoperating); with the high-pressure gas cell present but empty; with the lead brick
present; and with the counter empty. The barometric pressure was not recorded during
these runs. The behavior of the data is far more statistical in these data sets and in all of

the data collected in this counting location. For example, in Fig. 7, only 2 of 551 counting
intervals are more than ± 3 o from the mean value for that counting interval.

These results are interesting because fluctuations in the barometric pressure are
still present (aboveground), but the data behave in a much more statistical fashion. One
explanation is that the size of the effect is smaller underground compared to the
statistical accuracy of the data; that is, aboveground a typical daily fluctuation in the
barometric pressure of 3 to 4 mm of Hg represents about a 3-o effect, whereas, below
ground this represents ovJy about a 1- to 1.5-o effect. Thus, the different counting
locations present situations in which the fluctuations in the pressure represent
significant and small contributions, respectively. There may be another factor that

contributes as weil: SHe counters of the type used in this experiment are known to have
minimum counting rates unrelated to the detection of neutrons by the counter. These

background cou_ut.__are due to the alpha and beta decay of naturally occurring radioactive
contaminants in the tube walls. The rates at which these events take place in this
experiment are unknown, and the low count rates in this work may emphasize these
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Fig. 5.
Barometric pressure measurements plotted with the neutron counts from Fig. 4. Data
are obtained with (a) the well counter empty, (b) the empty high-pressure gas cell in
the counter, and (c) a lead brick in the counter.
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Fits to the barometric pressure (in inches of Hg) vs neutron counts for the data
presented in Fig. 5. R2is the square of the linear correlation coefficient. The slope of
the curve in _ per mm of Hg is obtained by dividing the coefficient of x in the figure by
the product of 0.254 and the average value of the neutron counts per interval.
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Fig. 7.
Typical neutron counts obtained below ground with (a) electrochemical cells in the well

counter, (b) the empty high-pressure gas cell in the counter, and (c) the counter empty.
The three solid lines represent the average number of counts obtained for that run and
the (approximate) plus and minus 3-6 levels.
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effects. The presence of these events would have the impact of adding an addi tional
random source to the singles counting rate, which would tend to mask the effect resulting
from the variation in the barometric pressure. This could explain both why our

measured variation is slightly smaller than that of Simpson et al., and why the variation
is not more apparent in the data collected in the underground location.

An upper limit estimate for the size of such an effect can be made by assuming that
the count rate of 0.33 counts]s measured at the underground location is entirely
nonneutronic. Clearly this is conservative because burst events, discussed below, are still
observed underground. Based on this assumption, the value of-0.80%/mm of Hg would
increase by about 25%.

Even larger effects than those already presented in Fig. 4 are possible if the data is
properly binned. Figure 8 shows what could happen if, by chance, the initial intervals of
the empty counter 14 run (shown in Fig. 4a) were used to establish a background
counting rate. In constructing the data presented in Fig. 8, the first 2 days (28 intervals)
of empty counter 14 were used to establish the background counting rate per 400 vain.
Using 400-min intervals rather than 100-min intervals decreases the statistical

uncertainty by a fac_r of 2. This background rate was then subtracted from the rates
determined for each subsequent 400-rain interval in the empty counter 14 run and ali of
the 400-rain intervals obtained in the pressure cell 8 run. These two runs were taken
consecutively.

0.10

0.06

0.06
O.

m , ttt
ttt t i,

-0.04 * . J .... I , J ,
0 10 20 30 40

IntervalNu_ber (400 min/interval)

Fig. 8.
Excess count rates obtained for the empty counter 14 and
pressure cell 8 runs. These runs were taken consecutively, and
the dashed line in the figure shows when the empty high-
p,_ssure gas cell was added to the counter.

The data in Fig. 8 show strong positive fluctuations of up to 10 _. A selection of
other runs produces even larger effects, for example, the lead 12 run, which produces up
to 20-a effects using this procedure. To aclLieve statistically significant results such as
these, the experiment must be conducted such that the statistical uncertainty is made
small compared to the 3% to 12% enhancements that fluctuations in the barometric

wessure produce. Figure 8 shows one way in which this could happen: the count rate is
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high enough to produce 1% statistica| accuracy in a few hours. A second way in which
this could happen in a lower count rate experiment is presented in Fig. 9, which shows a
period of time (about a week) when the base-line barometric pressure remained
approximately constant, while a local minimum (which occurred at about 5 p.m. MDT)
was seen daily. During a period when the barometric pressure behaves as shown in Fig.
9, an unfortunate pattern of collection of background and foreground data could generate
either positive or negative results. For example, positive results would be obtained if cell
counting took piace during the day and background counting at night. The magnitude of
the positive results would depend on how closely the intervals used for the cell counting

corresponded to the 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. interval when the barometric pressure achieved the
daily minimum.

• barometer

n neutroncounts

_e --ePe 03

_e ='-o 23.65.._ 6200_-- °e • ® • • • °°dr 3• • CD
"-- t ep 0o "dP " • _0"oo
L-

cn _]_ 23.55 _1

°
e-

8 58oo ,
23.45

z -Q--

i

5400 , , , ' , , , ' , , , I , , , ' • , , ' 23.35
0 20 40 60 80 100

Interval Number (100 rain/interval)

Fig. 9.
Data obtained aboveground for a period when the barometric

pressure exhibited a daily minimum relative to an
approximately constant base line.

The data presented in Figs. 4 and 8 could have been interpreted as long-term
"neutron bursts" lasting up to 2 days. While these "bursts" are due to real fluctuations in
the neutron count rate, artifacts that were due to counter misbehavior were also seen.
These are discussed below.

Figure 10a shows the resultsobtainedinthe underground locationforthe

observationofhigh-multiplicityevents.The figureshows the ratesat which various

m,dtiplicitiesare detectedin500-psintervalsusingthe multiplicitycounter.These
resultswere obtainedwith the counterempty;with the electrochemicalcellspresent

(bothoperatingand not operating);with theempty high-pressurega_"cellpresent;and

with the leadbrickpresent.Since the averageneutron countingratewas 0.33counts/s,

thereisnegligibleprobabilityforaccidentaldetectionofthreeneutrons withinany

500-1_sinterval.The estimatedrateforthe accidentaldetectionof3 neutrons withinany

500-lmintervalis1.6x 10"9/s,orabout 0.003% ofthe ratemeasm'ed forthe empty
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a , N = (D+I)/£,
£ 10 .4 _ •" (a)
rr •_t where N is the number of

10"s _ _ _ neutrons produced in the burst; D

10_ Fig.I0);and E isthe counter
efficiency.This efficiencyis
calculatedtobe 22% ata neutron

10_71........... '.... energyof245 MeV and isroughly

0 5 _0 15 20 25 30 constant over the range of 0 to

Detected _,:_tiplk_ near 2.45MeV. However, if
neutronsabove thisenergy range

contributesignificantlytothe

10 lit T T I _ .... _ 1 II* _l T _ .... _ 7 *ll[l' l T ' 1 T bu:st event spectrum, the number

c_, _mund ofneutronsproduced in the burst

102_ • • Leadb_ couldbe seriouslyunder-

F e• 0 Er.r_counter estimated. The multiplicity seems
t 6 • & Pressurecell to die out at - 20 detected

10.3_ ee neutrons, although two event•with > 20 detected neutrons were

_._ [ _ ce• observed._I_entydetected

10"4_ _ ••'e (b) neutrons would correspond to a

' !-10"SIi 'l_ ___:; II" ' ' ' t ' ,t _I re_u]tShigh.pressureburstsir#e of al_out 95neuttrons.Figurefrom lOathegasCOUntershOWScellandthatp]uSthe

10"6 Ii counter plus electrochemical cells

[ T;TITt!ftITTIcannot be distinguished from the
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 a separate counter is used to

determine the background, the
Detectedk4utt_c_y physical characteristics of the

Fig. 10. counter are quite important.
Rates observed for the production of high- Presumably, the important

physical characteristics are the
multaplicity events obtained (a) below gr•and and crvss-sectional area or the

(b) ab•reground. Events whose error bars reach volume. Using even a slightly
10-7 in the figure are due to one detected event, smaller counter as the monitor

and hence the error bar actually reaches to zero. coxdd result in sub,st_ntially
The multiplicity scaL_r overflows at 30 detected underestimating the background
neutrons, and events of this size are not plotted in rates for these burst events. For
the figure. One such event was detected
underground, and 22 such events were detected example, if the background is
ab•reground, proportional to the comlter
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volume, using a monitor counter 16 in. on a side (compared to a counter 20 in. on a side
containing the cold fusion cell) would result in a background rate estimation for the high-
multiplicity events, which is low by a factor of 2.

While Fig. 10a shows that measurement results for the various electrochemical
cells, the high-pressure gas cell, and the empty counter are r,Dt distinguishable in this
experiment, there is a substantial increase in the rates for ali multiplicities when the
lead brick is present.

Figure 10b shows the results obtained at one of the aboveground locations. The
average neutron counting r_te at this location was about 1.2 counts/s, again predicting

negligible probability (about 0.005% of the rate measured for the empty counter) for the
accidental detection of 3 neutrons in any 500-_s interval. The rates at which the high-
multiplicity events are seen increase by about a factor of 30 for the empty counter
compared to the underground location. The rates for the lead brick increase by about a
factor of 65. Aboveground, 22 events with multiplicities of 30 detected neutrons were
seen. Because the sca_er overflows at 30, some of these events could be larger than this
number, and we infer that at least 140 neutrons were produced in these bursts, An event
of this size could not be produced in an interaction ,Tith a single lead nucleus. The slopes
of the measured dependencies of the rates for high-multiplicity events vs the number of
detected neutrons in the event are very similar for the lead brick in the counter in both
the above and below ground locat_ons. In addition, the rates for detected multiplicities of

four or less appear t_) suggest that the counter plus high-pressure gas cell may barely be
distinguished from the empty counter in the aboveground location.

Aboveground, the rates at which the high-multiplicity events are detected increase
by a factor oi" 10 when the lead brick is added to the counter. This compares to an
increase of about 22% in the number of neutrons detect_d per 100-rain interval, as shown
in Fig. 11. While its placement within the well emphasizes the lead brick's effect, these
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Fig.ii.

Data obtainedduringthe empty counte.r14 and lead12 runs.These

data were obtainedconsecutivelyinthe same abovegrolmd location.
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results still suggest that the impact of any attempt to provide shielding for an
experiment should be carefully evaluated to ensure that an opposite effect is not
achieved.

Both the appearance of high-multiplicity events clearly associated with the lead
brick and the strong increases in the detected rates for all high-multiplicity events seen
at the surface of the earth suggest that these events are due to cosmic rays. The much
lower rates observed below ground suggest that these cosmic rays are strongly

attenuatedby the ~ 50 ft, of rockthatcoversthe underground location.Ifthe primary

cosmicray were a proton,itwould requireabout3-4GeV toreleaseallthe neutronsin a
leadnucleusat theearth'ssurface,includingthe energynecessarytopenetratethe

atmosphere and perhaps one ormore _eetofconcretecontainedinseveralintervening
floors.The underground measurements would be sensitiveonlytothoseprotonswith

energies> 9-10GeV, assuming a densityof2 g/cresforthe rock.

The signatureofa high-multiplicityeventisa stringofonesin the multiplicity

scalerout toa number thatequalsone lessthan the number ofneutrons detectedinthe

event.Ifa strayneutron unrelatedtothe bursteventwere tobe detectedinthat500-ps

interval,a 2 would appear in one ofthescalerchannels.The verylow rateatwhich this

actually ha_pens in the experiment suggests that the burst events tahe place in a time
period substantially less than 1500 rts. The logic is that a process that produces neutrons
over a period of time comparable to 500 I_s would produce a significant number of these
nonstandard signatures because of the 50-1_s time constant associated with the counter.

A neutron spectrmn obtained with the NE 213 counter placed in the throat of the
well counter is shown in Fig. 12a. This spectrum was obtained in approximately three
days ofcountingwith threeelectrochemicalcellspresentin the counter(butwith no

appliedvoltage).While thisspectrum isimpressive,a similarspectrum was obtained

with thecounterempty, as shown in Fig.12b.These two intervalswere the onlytwo (of

eightruns)where such structurewas present.Stnxcturein the naturallyoccurring
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neutron energy spectrum has been seen previously. ".is However, this structure was both
lower in energy, with a centroid of about 1 MeV, and wider than that seen in this
experiment.

The appearance of such structure has been discussed by O'Brien et al., Is who
explain the structure through the interactions of cosmic rays with various materials

found near the earth, for example, the atmosphere, water, etc. Thus, while we cannot be
conclusive about our results, we feel that cosmic rays provide a possible explanation for
the appearance in the data of weak peaks at low energies, and that such an explanation
must be conclusively excluded before the presenceof other processes can be established.

Counter misbehavior in this experiment has been observed to lead to "neutron

bursts," (that is, apparent increases in the neutron count rate), which last from several

hours to several days. A simple method of deleting such phenomen a in this work was to
divide the well counter into five segments, then compare the number of counts obtained
in each segment for each counting interval. An example is shown in Fig. 13, where data
from two of the five counter segments (called banks) in the empty counter 13 run are
shown. Counter bank I behaves normally, as do banks 2, 4, and 5, which are not shown
in the figure. Counter bank 3, on the other hand, exhibited errritic behavior, and was
removed from the data set prior to further analysis. Simultaneous misbehavior of two or
more segments was never observed in this experiment. One advantage of having five

segments was that only 20% of the data would be lost for the counting intervals when
misbehavior occurred.
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Fig. 13.

Plots of the neutron counts per 100-rain interval for two of
the five well counter segments.
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We discovered during this experiment that the fit of the neutron counts per interval
vs barometric pressure also provided a sensitive indication of counter misbehavior.
Figure 14a shows the fit obtained for the empty counter 13 run, when counter bank 3

showed up to a 15'% increase in count rate, corresponding to up to 0.01 countsYs. Figure
14b shows the fit obtained when this counter bank was removed from the data set. Such

fits might prove useful in cases where segmentation of the counter is not feasible, if
sufficient statistical accuracy of the data can be achieved.
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Fig. 14.
(a) Fit of the neutron counts per 100-min interval vs the barometric
pressure when all counter segments, including bank 3 from Fig. 13, are
included. (b) A similar fit achieved when counter bank 3 was removed

from the data set. The slope of the fitted line is -0.83%/mm of Hg.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have conducteda searchforneutron emisslonfrom coldfusionsystems ofthe

electrochemicaltypeand, toa much lesserextent,the high-pressuregas celltype.The

experiments were conductedon the earth'ssurfaceand ina shieldedcave approximately

50 ft.underground using a high-efficiencywellcounterand an NE-213 scintillator.After

~ 6500 h ofcountingtime,we have obtainedno evidenceforcoldfusionprocessesleading

toneutron production.However, we have observedallthreetypesofneutron datathat
have been presentedas evidenceforcoldfusion:(1)largepositivefluctuationsinthe

neutron countingrate,(2)weak peaks near 2.5MeV in the neutronenergy spectrum,and

(3)neutron burstsofup toa detectedmultiplicityof30 (about145 neutrons prod_xced)in

500-_sintervals.The data were obtainedunder circumstancesthatclearlyshow our

resultstobe data encounteredas a partofthe naturallyoccurringneutronbackground,

which aredue primarilytocosmicrays.Thus, observingthesetypesofdata doesnot,of

itself,provideevidenceforthe existenceofcoldfusionprocesses.
Artifactsinthe data thatwere due tocountermisbehaviorwere alsoobservedto

leadtolong-term"neutronbursts"whose time durationvariedfrom severalhours to
severaldays.

We concludethatany experiment which attemptstoobserveneutronemissionmust

includestrongstepstoensure thattheexperiment dealsadequatelywith bothcosmic-ray
processesand countermisbehavior.

The cosmic-rayeffects,includingthoseresultingfrom interactionswith the

atmosphere and othermaterialsnear theearth,cartbe quitesubtle,and we believethat

the safestprocedureistoattempt toremove theseeffectsas much as possibleby

performing the experiment sui_icientlyfarunderground.We have shown that

experimentsconducted50 ftunderground have gtronglysuppressed,though not
complexly removed, cosmic-rayeffects.

One effectivemethod ofdetectingcountermisbehavioristosegment the counter.

Other ways ofdealingwith thisproblem may alsobe found.For example, we have shown

that,ifthe countingrateissufficient,a fitoftheobserved countsper intervaloftime vs
the barometricpressureprovidesa verysensitivemeasure ofcountermisbehavior.
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